MAXITHERM®
Heavy Duty Reusable Vinyl Circulator Pads

Instructions for connecting the Maxitherm® to your Gaymar® and most other circulators.

Step 1: Remove the old pad from your circulator hose. Remove the Gaymar® connectors (both male & Female) from the hose by immersing the connectors into hot water. It may be necessary to cut the connectors off of the hose (save the connectors for future use).

Step 2: The Maxitherm® Pad has 2 male connectors intended for the Microtemp® circulator. It will be necessary to remove these connectors. Each Maxitherm® contains a small package with 4 extra connectors. The two female parts can be inserted into the Gaymar® hose while the two male parts will replace the connectors on the Maxitherm® pad.

Sm  12” X 18”
Med  22” X 30”
Lg   24” X 60”

Step 3: At this time, your new Maxitherm® circulator pad will connect directly to your Gaymar® hose and circulator.

* Gaymar® is the registered trademark of GAYMAR INDUSTRIES INC. / STRYKER
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MICROTEMP THERMAL CIRCULATOR BLANKET

This heating blanket comes equipped with hose connectors for the Maxi-Therm circulating water pump. If you have a different brand of pump, we have included a different set of connectors for exchange.

- Ensure the reservoir in circulator pump is full
- Place circulator blanket on a flat surface
- Attach circulator blanket to the pump using the quick connect couplings
- Turn pump on to fill the circulator blanket
- Place patient on circulator blanket
- Take care to protect the blanket from sharp claws / nails. Punctures and cuts are **NOT** covered under warranty
- Fleece bags are available to protect the circulator blanket and provide added comfort. Please call or visit [http://www.dynaxusa.com/product-html/fleecebag.html](http://www.dynaxusa.com/product-html/fleecebag.html)

Note: Colors, accessories and features may change without notice

**CAUTION: PATIENTS VARY IN DEGREE OF SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND PRESSURE. THE PATIENT’S TEMPERATURE SHOULD BE CHECKED FREQUENTLY WHILE ON A THERMAL BLANKET.**

Instruction for removal of circulator blanket;

- Turn off the pump, allow for the water to drain back into the reservoir. Rolling the blanket will further assist in draining water back to the pump..
- Hold the blanket / connectors above the pump, then disconnect the blanket from the hoses.

Note: Retain connectors for future use.

For more information (two videos) on how to install / replace connectors, please visit engler411.com, click on video", then click on “Water circulating heating pads”.
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